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My Journey

The �rst rays of the sun tiptoed into my place,

through the windowpane kissing my face.

The marigolds in the yard danced with grace,

enjoying the morning in nature's embrace. 

I heard my shoes calling from the rack,

to go out and play with my pet Jack.

Packed with snack, winked the backpack,

And out we set with nothing to hold us back.

We spoke to a horse that replied with a neigh,

and smiled at the doves that greeted, "Hey".

We relaxed on a park bench on our way,

and spent our time thinking of the day.

We ate our snack and strolled again,

along the river meandering over the plain.

Then, all of a sudden, invaded the rain,

loading a million photos into my brain.

I had a great time as a kid in the wood,

and would roll back the clock, if I could.
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